
Before anyone
gets excited, we
aren’t getting a
6.9% pay rise!
We will only get

a pay rise next year if we
accept all flexibility demands and trials. The 5.4%
for this year is not backdated and so worth half of
that!  Given inflation, the offer is really a pay cut. 

Reasons to Reject the Deal 

The CWU spin says
that pensions are
“decoupled” from
the agreement, to

be dealt with separately. In
reality they have already agreed that we should
work till 65 and close the final salary scheme.
This will lose members thousands of pounds!

PENSIONS:

SSLLAASSHHEEDD

The deal accepts
nearly every flex-
ibility demand or
agrees to trial it
- a recipe for

agreeing the rest piecemeal.
We will be forced to bend over backwards, while
Royal Mail managers make demands that we
can’t say “no” to. With little scope for overtime,
many will lose more money than the pay “rise”. 

FLEXIBILITY:

AACCCCEEPPTTEEDD

PAY: AA RREEAALL

PPAAYY CCUUTT

WHAT THE DEAL DOESN’T SAY:
l 40,000 jobs still to go through flexibility, productivity and mail
centre closures which still lie in the future
l offices that were fighting local cuts abandoned
l CWU policy of the 35 hour week for mechanisation dropped 
l colleague shares accepted though they were previously
opposed as a step towards privatisation
...and worst of all, nothing about reinstating all those mem-
bers and reps who have been victimised for their brave sup-
port of the strike, leaving them out in the cold - Shame!

The SMALL PRINT they
don’t want you to read:
l PENSIONS: The CWU official literature says that the pension issue has been
“decoupled” from the deal, we will be given a separate ballot “following the conclu-
sion of the legal consultation process”.  But a joint Royal Mail and CWU statement
(October 24 LTB) says Royal Mail wants to close the final salary pension scheme
from 1 April 2008 with retirement age to be increased to 65 from 1 April 2010. It
goes on to state “the union supports these proposals”!  But this gives Royal Mail
almost everything they wanted and gives our rights away for nothing in return.

l FLEXIBILITY: The CWU official spin (October 22 LTB) is that it is a victory that
the union is “involved” in negotiations, but the problem is they have negotiated it
all away and left offices to deal with the detail locally, where many without reps or
a strong union will be too weak to resist.  Here is a list of your work rights that they
want you to vote away (you’d better sit down!):  
Longs and shorts, working longer hours on heavier days when before we would
have been paid overtime: ACCEPTED 
Later starts: ACCEPTED
Moving off your duty to another job or office at a manager’s request::  ACCEPTED
Summer savings: ACCEPTED
Swings and Roundabouts where you owe the business half an hour if you finish
early, and are forced to work an extra half hour later for free when the manager
requests it:  ACCEPTED
The CWU states that day to day flexibility is “not in any shape or form compulso-
ry”. However the actual agreement states “nor is it about anyone refusing reason-
able requests.”  Who will decide what is a reasonable request?  Your manager will!  
Remaining issues like Annualised hours and Covering each other when some-
one goes off sick are to be settled by separate negotiations in 2008. This will just
see more rights given away, judging by what the union has swallowed so far.

l PAY: This is a step backward when we are supposed to be fighting for an
above-inflation pay rise, where inflation is 4%. We have “won” a 2.7% increase for
this year (the original offer was 2.5%) with most of the original strings attached.
The £175 lump sum to top this up is from the ESOS bonus scheme and is not new
money!    Next year at best would see a 1.5% “rise” (once again below likely infla-
tion), but we only get this if we achieve 100% flexibility locally, otherwise we get
nothing in 2008-9!.  Lastly, the union states that they will negotiate with Royal Mail
on how to “implement” monthly pay - does this mean they have accepted that too?

l DOOR TO DOOR, REDUNDANCY TERMS and more are all up for separate
negotiations next year. Given the concessions so far on everything else, we could
see more rights slashed and a hike in door to door without any extra pay.  We should
not separate out these issues, we will win the most from Royal Mail when the threat
of a strike hangs over them. To leave these issues for later means giving more away.

Branches that have voted to recommend rejecting the deal to their members so far: Bristol &
District Amal, Kent Invicta, South East Wales Amal Branch, Newcastle Amal, Leicester, South
Central No1, South East No.5, Essex Amal, North West Central Amal, Western Counties branch,
Bournemouth & Dorset Amal, Watford, Kingston area branch, Southdowns Amal SE No1
Campaign supporters so far (pc): Dave Warren PEC member • Angela Mulcahy Area processing rep East London Postal •
Paul Turnbull Area processing rep Eastern No. 4 • Dave Chapple vice-chair Bristol & District Amal • Pete Firmin CWU London
West End Amal • Paul Garraway political officer South Central No 1 • Ian Warrick Political Officer RG Area  Processing rep •
Dave Daniel Admin Rep Grampian and Shetland • Andy Young DO rep York Rd • Geoff Breeze Southampton • Gerry Lecounte
Kentish Town DO • Thomas Thelander Nine Elms • Ian Peacock East London Postal • Jamie Andrews Eastern no 4 • Ian
Warrick Area Processing Rep (RG) SE No 5 • Judy Griffiths, Branch Sec Coventry • full listhttp://cwurankandfile.wordpress.com/

WHO WE ARE We are concerned CWU
members, reps, branches and PEC members. We believe that
the postal strikes were tremendously successful, shutting
down the network and frightening Royal Mail. They should
have been continued, not suspended, because if we see the
strike through we can win a deal that defends our interests.
However we believe this current deal does not do that, rather
it will destroy the job and undermine the union.  If we accept
this agreement, we face an endless cycle of cuts and speed-
ups for little in return in the future. That is why we have pro-
duced this fact sheet.  We believe it reveals the agreement to
be a raw deal for all CWU postal workers.  Now several
branches have voted to recommend rejecting the deal.  If you
agree, then get in touch to add your name and help get the
message out in your workplace and branch: reject the deal
and restart the strike.  Log on to RoyalMailChat.co.uk to dis-
cuss with other postal workers.  To add your name email
RejectTheDeal@yahoo.com or ring

The truth behind the spin: The CWU National Executive is arguing that the agreement  with
Royal Mail is the best on offer and a success. CWU members will be balloted on the deal.
However this agreement does not reflect what we could have won, given the successful strikes.
Worse, it gives Royal Mail nearly everything they wanted.  That is why we believe that branch-
es should recommend this dodgy deal is rejected, and all members should vote against it.

                                                                                       


